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     �en it makes me �uestion: "Why do I 
know so little about this group? How does it 
feel like to be an insider of a minority group, 
and be an outsider of a society?"
     �is ZINE is for people unfamiliar with 
Chinese transgender groups but are 
interested in getting a closer look at their life 
and the daily basis discrimination they face. I 
will also examine the cultural cause that 
prevents LGBTQ, especially transgender 
groups, from receiving social 
acknowledgment. 
     I am also curious about the outsider's 
perspective I can provide. Believe me, we are 
all learning together in this process. 

When deciding my ZINE topic, I 

instantly thought about the Chinese 
transgender group. It is the one I want to 
take about because I am so ignorant on this 
topic, just as the majority of people around 
me. 
     According to a statistic in 2012, 
approximately 0.3% of Asia's population is 
identi�ed as transgender. Putting this 
number into the Chinese population, then 
an astonishing 4 million appears.
     However, as a citizen born and raised in 
China, I rarely see any news coverage for 
this minority group. 

INSIDERS, 
OUTSIDERS

Letter
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BEING LGBT 
IN ASIA

This report provides an overview of LGBT 

rights in China. Due to the AIDS epidemic, 
over the last 15 years, the Chinese government 
has successfully lobbied for public health 
policies focused on men who have sex with 
men: however, broader sexual and reproductive 
health policies for LBT people remain weak, 
especially for transgender people.

China Report

Sources: Being LGBTQ in China – A 
National Survey on Social Attitudes 
towards Sexual Orientation, Gender 
Identity and Gender Expression. 2016. 
United Nations Development Programme.4

Transgender individuals are re�uired to be 
diagnosed as mentally ill by medical workers, 
prove the desire for a sex change for more than 
�ve years, and get consent from their family 
members before sex reassignment surgery is 
allowed. Finally, although it is possible to 
change their gender on identity documentation 
a�er they have completed sex reassignment 
surgery, transgender people encounter 
di�culties in retroactively changing their 
gender on previously obtained educational 
certi�cates. 



Report
     Workplace discrimination based on sexual 
orientation and gender identity is common 
and is not prohibited by any law or national 
regulation. As such, LGBT individuals, 
particularly transgender people, su�er 
discrimination in the workplace, or �nd 
challenges securing a job. Many choose not 
to be open about their sexual orientation or 
gender identity. 
 Bullying of LGBT students and 
discrimination in educational settings is an 
issue of serious concern in China, especially 
in rural and less developed areas. According 
to a survey conducted by Aibai Culture and 
Education Center in 2012, 77 percent of 
respondents have encountered bullying on 
the basis of sexual orientation or gender 
identity. 
     Health is a particular area of concern for 
LGBT people in China. A growing AIDS 
epidemic disproportionately a�ects gay men 
and transgender people living with or 
a�ected by HIV experience. Health services 
targeted at transgender people are 
particularly weak, with safe hormone 
replacement therapy and sex reassignment 
surgery remaining costly and di�cult to 
access within the o�cial health care system. 
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     To date, national and local governments 
have been largely silent on sexual orientation 
and gender identity-related issues, taking a 
"not encouraging, not discouraging, not 
promoting" attitude. Currently, no 
government department or speci�c Ministry 
sees itself responsible for LGBT issues, which 
prevents a broader conversation within state 
organs. 
    Media and technology, especially social 
media, are playing an essential role in 
allowing the LGBT community to network, 
advocate and promote the work of many 
non-governmental organizations (NGOs) 
and community-based organizations (CBOs). 
�e internet, particularly Weibo (Chinese 
Twitter), is used to raise issues in the public 
sphere. Broader public discourse of LGBT 
people and identities, as represented in 
mainstream media coverage, is still 
inade�uate, o�en stigmatizing, and based on 
common stereotypes.
        �is underrepresentation is made worse 
by the fact that censorship laws ban 
homosexual content in any form in movies 
and television. �e prohibition leads to 
LGBT �lms, publications, and even websites 
facing unpredictable censorship and/or 
server disruptions. 



     As the central component of social life, 
family unity is fundamental in China. 
Traditional family structures involve 
heterosexual marriage, childbearing, and a 
dominant parental role with little 
independence for children even a�er they 
have reached their adult age. Younger 
generations are gaining more room in their 
personal lives, even though this hasn't 
necessarily led to more self-determination in 
the area of sexual orientation and gender 
identity. Traditional Confucian notions, 
such as �lial piety, are still prevalent. 

        Transgender individuals face the most 
signi�cant challenges in their relationship 
with families, more so than gays and 
lesbians, because it is harder for one to hide 
gender expression than it is to hide sexual 
orientation, and Chinese culture puts more 
emphasis on gender norms than it does on 
sexual relationships. Partly due to the One-
Child Policy, implemented in 1979, the 
younger generations face an increased 
pressure to bear children and to continue 
the family line. 



~
金星

 XING JIN

然后又从底层，慢慢站起来。不带一点阴影。脚底带的泥，都沾着力。

Then I stood up slowly from the bottom

 Without any shadow

 Even the mud on the soles 

 Is full of strength
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Marcolon. (2019, September 01). Look! �e collective 
appearance of Chinese transgender people! Retrieved from 
https://wemp.app/posts/9e91634a-94e2-4c70-a7d3-
bc77e246d6c3
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When Piao Piao, 26, who was born a boy in Shandong Province, arrived in Beijing in 

2008 to live a life as the woman she felt she truly was, she faced innumerable problems. 
After she began dressing as a woman, while still using o�cial documents that identified 
her as male, it was di�cult for her to find a mainstream job. So she became an 
entertainer in bars and supplemented her income as a sex worker.
     She was earning about 200 RMB, or $33, a night for her shows, which on good nights 
end with dates with heterosexual men, whom she brought back to her shoebox-sized 
studio apartment in southeast Beijing. “You can’t live too obtrusive here,” she continued. 
“You have to adjust your expectations.”

     Piao Piao’s experiences are typical of those of the transgender sex workers in Beijing 
and Shanghai. Although there are no outright legal penalties for being a transgender 
person in China, the absence of non-discrimination laws, lack of professional medical 
services for transitioning, and a lack of targeted HIV programming and services, mean 
there is no effective protection. In China, transgender people are classified as suffering 
from a mental illness, and the pre-requisite of extremely expensive sex reassignment 
surgery (SRS), not covered by national health insurance plans, prevents many from being 
able to change the gender marker on their ID cards, household registration, or academic 
records. 
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You are probably wondering: who 

are these people in the photos? 
    We are all transgender people, 
and we are different.  
    Some of us have never taken 
photos with a smile, some have 
never expressed our transgender 
identity to our family members, 
some have been struggling with our 
depression; some love drama, some 
are successful entrepreneurs, some 
have been Stand on the front line of 
transgender rights advocacy.

Look! The collective 
appearance of Chinese 
transgender people!

   But today, we all appear in front 
of the camera to advocate for 
LGBTQ+ rights. 
 Whether you are part of our 
LGBTQ+ family, or a cisgender 
heterosexual alley, we sincerely wish, 
you and us, can create a bright and 
hopeful future for all transgender 
people. 
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"MY colleagues 
came and asked me: 

"Are you gay?" I 
said I am not. Then 
they start asking 

some uncomfortable 
questions, and 
obviously on 

purpose." 

"When I was 
laughed, I wanted 
to find a place to 
hide myself, but I 

don’t know where to 
go"

"After I took these 
photos today, I have 

to remove all my 
makeup and 
pretend to be 

a  straight man 
because I have to 

go back to my 
parents’ house."



Figure
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SISTER 
LIU

In 2012, a news coverage of a �re in an old 

residential compound in Qingdao went viral. In the 
video, Peilin Liu was wearing a pink dress, two long 
braids, and heavy makeup. She just returned from 
scavenging and found that her home was burnt down. 
She was astonished, repeatedly saying, "I le� a�er 
putting out the �re." Peilin Liu received massive 
criticism for her "exotic" look, which contradicts a 
man's masculinity standard from a traditional 
perspective. 
    To cure her mother's lung cancer, Liu had to sell 
her house and got into debt. For many years, she had 
been paying o� her debt by scavenging. 
Liu Peilin likes to be called "Sister Liu." In an 
interview, she said, "It is phony to say I am not alone, 
but who else will listen to me? My diary is my only 
audience." 
    Her small house of less than ten s�uare meters is 
full of sundries. �ere are three mirrors in the tiny 
house. A�er moving, she wrote a short line of words 
on the mirror that was missing a half: "Tomorrow will 
be another day. Go for it!" She drew the last 
exclamation mark carefully, and said that was the 
thing that cheered herself up every day. 
    In 2016, Peilin Liu suddenly cut o� her long hair 
that had been kept for many years and switched to 
men's clothing.

    Speaking of wearing menswear this 
time, Liu Peilin said she was "helpless." 
�at year, Liu Peilin paid o� all her debts, 
but her housing contract expired, and she 
could not a�ord the new rent. To live in a 
"new home," she had to change back to 
men's clothing. Liu Peilin said that she 
really likes women's clothing and feels that 
it is "so� and beautiful," but people around 
her could not accept it.
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I have worn them for 

16 years. I have never 
violated any law and 
never harmed anyone.

    Today, the public has accepted Xing 
Jin, a transgender person, but Peilin Liu 
cannot be the lucky one because of 
poverty. To survive, he must become 
"normal." She threw away all the women's 
clothing but secretly le� a red dress. "I 
have worn them for 16 years. I have never 
violated any law and never harmed 
anyone." Peilin Liu was not reconciled to 
see this result. 

    In the diary, she wrote: "Life forced me to cut my long 
hair." 
    When Liu Peilin went to �nd a job, the employers 
refused for various reasons as soon as she showed her 
identity. She was �red from some jobs a�er a few days. 
Six months later, Peilin Liu put on her women's clothing 
again and continued her scavenging life. 
    As a 63-year-old transgender person, Peilin Liu made 
a re�uest: "Transgender people in China is still a 
minority group. I hope that our country can introduce 
new laws and regulations to eliminate social 
discrimination against us, let us work, give us some 
living space, and give us legitimate rights and rights to 
survive. We are human." 
    She thought about transgender surgery and had read 
the autobiography of Xing Jin, but she said she was too 
old and didn't have money. "People told me that there is 
partial plastic surgery now, and I can try it." When the 
topic comes to pursuing beauty, she always starts 
laughing. "Life should be dressed beautifully. I have no 
regrets about this period of my life."

THE
STORY

OF
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Beijing LGBT Center
http://www.bjlgbtcenter.org.cn/
 
Chinese Transgender People Hotline (Has to �ll out a registration form �rst)
http://lxi.me/y2m1d

Marcolon WeChat O�cial Account (Advocator for LGBTQ+ groups)
https://wemp.app/accounts/dbe68c63-950c-41cd-af9f-a816b6612542
 
Rainbow LGBTQ+ Law Consultation Hotline
4000-884-517

Sexuality & Culture Journal Volume 18, Issue 1
Transgender Representation by the People’s Daily Since 1949 
doi:10.1007/s12119-013-9184-3
 
�e human rights of intersex people: Addressing harmful practices and rhetoric of change
doi:10.1016/j.rhm.2016.06.003



Source: Gaignard, Genevieve. “We Are More �an A Moment.” 
Genevieve Gaignard Mixed Media, 2020, 

www.genevievegaignard.com/mixed-media#/1. 
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“I believe the world is 
getting better day by 

day” 
 ——SHUMING LIANG



By ziyu li


